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Abstract

The project of time series analysis for the photometric observations of a representative group
of RV Tauri type stars is described. This class of variables consists of about 100 supergiants in
the Milky Way. Their light curves show in general two unequal minima with several individual
features which are not explained by now. The complementary methods of periodogram,
scalegram and wavelet analysis as well as statistically optimal fits have been applied. This
research will result in an atlas of the light curves within the time and phase domains. In
addition, a catalog of the observational characteristics of variability including the time and
magnitude of the extrema for the program stars will be computed. Statistical correlations
between these characteristics will give a strict observational test for the theoretical models
explaining the RV Tauri phenomenon.

1. Introduction

The class of RV Tauri variables comprises about 100 supergiants in the Milky Way. Their light
curves show two unequal minima which makes the decision about the physically significant
period rather uncertain, i.e. the interval between successive maxima or minima (single period),
or the interval between successive deep minima (double period). The period from one deep
minimum to the next ranges from 30 to 150 days. There are two subgroups, the RVa objects
which maintain an approximately constant mean brightness and RVb which exhibit long-term
periodicities of up to 2500 days. An overview of observations and the analysis of such light
curves can be found in Percy et al. (2003).

They have spectral types from F to G at maximum light and K to M at minimum. In the
Hertzsprung-Russell-Diagram they are executing blue loops from the asymptotic giant branch
(AGB), or are post-AGB stars which makes them interesting objects for the theoretical stellar
evolution theory.

Still, the nature of the found variability, the precise evolutionary status and an explanation
of the RVb phenomenon is not known. The most excepted theory is the double-mode pulsator
model in which the period ratio is more or less two to one (Takeuti & Peterson 1983). In
principle, the double period is due to the fundamental whereas the single period is the first
overtone mode. Both are excited if the effective temperature of a star is below a certain
critical value. The ratio of these two modes is, as observed, two to one according to the
theoretical pulsation models (Fokin 1994).

There seems to be a connection between RV Tauri variables with Type II Cepheids as well
as yellow semiregular (SRd) variables. However, these are only puzzles by now and no definite
answer has raised up to now.
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2. Overview and aims of our project

We have collected all published and available photometric data of known galactical RV Tauri
variables. Since these objects have very deep minima and maxima, they are also observed by
the large amateur community. If available, we have also included these archives. For some
stars, we have used photographic observations from the Odessa plate collection. The first
published data date back to 1890, so for some objects (e.g. V Vul), time basis of more than
100 years have been achieved. This means that even the long-term periodicities of up to 2500
days are very well covered. In total, more than 120 different publications have been included
in our analysis.

One of the most crucial points of the analysis is to homogeneous the data spanning
observational techniques and instruments of more than 100 years.

Our final goal is to analyse the RVa and RVb subgroups separately. The precise knowledge
of all relevant pulsational parameters for all time basis is essential to understand the physical
processes acting in this group of variable stars.

3. Time series analysis

RV Tauri type stars show a complex temporal behaviour, thus the time series analysis should
be resulted both in the average parameters of variability, which characterize double–peak
structure of the light curve as well as long-term waves, and in the analysis of the cycle–to–
cycle variability. For this purpose, the following methods have been applied:

• Periodogram analysis using the sinusoidal approximation with the program “Four” (An-
dronov 1994).

• Determination of the corrected value of the period (as well as amplitudes and phases)
using the trigonometric polynomial fit with a statistically optimal value of the degree
of mathematical model (program “FDCN” described in Andronov 1994).

• Scalegram analysis using the σ(∆t) and Λ(∆t) test-functions (Andronov 1997, 2003)
to determine statistically optimal value of the filter half-width ∆t and thus the best
“running parabola” fit for the light curve.

• Wavelet analysis based on the weighted least squares extension of the method to the
case of non-homogeneously distributed times of observations (Andronov 1998, 1999),
which allows to study variability of the shape of the light curve with a time scale of few
pulsation periods. An example of the application of the method to the RV Tauri type
star DF Cygni can be found in Andronov (1999).

• “Running sine” analysis (Chinarova 1998, Andronov 1999, 2003), which results in the
time dependency of the period–averaged mean value, amplitude and phase of the pul-
sations with a relatively stable period.

• Determination of times and magnitudes of the individual extrema using either the
“asymptotic parabola” (Marsakova & Andronov 1996), or “best timing polynomial”
(Chinarova & Andronov 2000) fits.

4. Achieved results

The time series analysis of the photometric observations of long-period pulsating variables
using these methods have been applied to 53 Mira-type (Marsakova & Andronov 1998)
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and 173 semi-regular (Chinarova & Andronov 2000) stars with corresponding catalogues of
characteristics presented in these papers and the discussions published elsewhere.

The current research extends such a study to the case of RV Tauri type stars. It will result
in:

• An atlas of the light curves for the studied objects including compiled published pho-
tometric data with filtering (“evaluation”, according to the AAVSO terminology), i.e.
the statistically optimal fits within the time and phase domain.

• A catalogue of the observational characteristics of the mean light curves, including the
period, amplitudes and initial epochs for contributions with different periods; values of
the periods and possible quasi-periodic oscillations obtained using different methods of
time series analysis.

• A catalogue of the individual characteristics of the maxima and minima.

• Statistical study of the relations between all different characteristics.
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